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FORM DEVELOPING PROCESS FOR STORAGE FURNITURE DESIGN

MUSCU, I[oan] & OLARESCU, A[lin]

Abstract: The paper represents a contribution at the creation
and form developing process for storage furniture design. The
steps of the process are defined and their content is presented.
The role of Steps 4 and 5 is predominantly highlighted, by a
more detailed visual and punctual presentation of the direction
of the analysis and the work methods
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back and reformulating previous problems.

1. INTRODUCTION
The design activity, understood as an intentional activity,
completes and rounds off, as a specific part, the vast domain of
human creation. The process of this activity is defined as a
general process of problem resolving through the responsibility
of creative teams (Burdek & Bernhard, 1975). Its finality refers
to the voicing of new ideas through research and experiment,
engineering design and technologic processing. As it is ensuing
from the study of creation methodologies in the modern and
contemporary era, their main characteristic is represented by
the use of creativity methods, useful for generating and
developing new ideas and products (Norbury, 2000). Our
proposal seeks to place the methodological accent upon the
steps marking the transfer of theoretical expressions into
practical visualizations of the form development, as well as the
definition of the construction and the composing elements
belonging to the product (Pearce & Pearce, 1980). Within the
process these are presented as Step 4 – The working out of the
concept, and Step 5 – Development of the concept. Within the
frame of a creation theme referring to a product or a product
system development, we propose a method of developing the
form by using modeling algorithms which are supported by a
functional analysis and which are able to become a flexible
instrument for developing the concept variants (Fig. 5), which
can thus be analyzed and evaluated by using objective criteria
(Itten, 1975; Design & Imitation, 2004; Norbury, 2000).

Fig.1. The general character and the steps orientation
Figure 2.a. presents the content of the steps where we have
highlighted the direct determinations between them, as well as
the reversible moments which appear in the execution of the
process. The diagram in Figure 2.b highlights the triggering
moments and the overlapping of the actions.

2. SUBSTANCE OF RESEARCH
2.1 Defining a form creation methodology for storage
furniture as a creation and design process with identifiable
steps
The methodology, as a process of research, concept
seeking, market launching of new consumption goods, unveils
itself as a systematic process with specific steps or phases.
This process means a development of activities and actions
with a specific content which is triggered by the defining of the
research and design theme. The analysis of the whole process
leads to the grouping of these actions, based upon the principle
of research orientation and content similitude presented in
Fig.1. Its formulation as a linear, structurally sound schematic
process, is a general presentation modality used in research and
design, but its execution as a specific and determining activity
means a ramified structure in which the relations may be not
only directly-progressive but also reactive, through coming

a)
b)
Fig. 2. a) The steps of the process and their interdependence;
b) The diagram of the process steps
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2.2 The storage furniture concept creation and development
becomes operational
We propose a synthetic-visual and content-oriented
explanation of the applied actions resulted from the steps
concerning the creation and development of the concept (Step 4
and 5), which are grouped as proper phases of the creation of
furniture form, by the orientation of research and by specific
characteristics. The definition of the concept, as a result of
carrying out the research and analysis referring to the proposed
theme is: A furniture object with modular and structural
transformation capacities, meant for a dining-room connected
to the living room.

complete by taking into account the knowledge of the designer,
the special requirements of the project and the complexity of
the required object.
To structure and to use this kind of algorithms means to
have a practical and efficient instrument for developing
functional and compositional-constructive variants, which can
be used especially in Step 5.

The chosen variants are examined again
and processed according to their relational
and combinational qualities.

 This activity means 2 D and 3D sketching and
drawing of the object and its parts

 Creativity techniques can be used, for developing
new formal and functional quests

Ideas for colors, textures and materials are set out

Visual references and symbols are
searched for, aiming at triggering original
ideas related to the volatilizing of the
volumes in space, transformational modes of
the general form idea, characteristics of
language and expression

Actions
Sketches and 2 or 3 D drawings are
made, which may be more or less explicit
or they simply point out suggestions of the
general form or of parts of the furniture,
without any control of technical dimensions
or scaling, but controlling and expressing
the proportions.

Working models are made and ideas are
transposed into the material
 An intermediary analysis and a selection of the
promising ideas has to be made at this stage
 At least three possible solutions, with different
visions, should be selected and then developed

 reversing the elements
 combining the elements
 replacing the elements
 transforming the elements
 changing of size and scale
 evaluation of materials
 evaluation of structural joints
 raising/diminishing the complexity of the
object
 manipulation of similar/contrasting forms
 control of clarity/lack of clarity
 adjustment of position and direction

3D computer graphics software is
used for computer generated
imagery

Fig. 4. Step 5 – Developing the concept

Fig. 3. Step 4 – Working up the concept
The possibilities of approaching and developing the
creation of form are presented in Fig. 3 and 4, where research
directions and specific work methods are synthetically
highlighted (Pearce & Pearce, 1980; Burdek & Bernhard,
1975).

3. CONCLUSIONS
The triggering moment of such a process can be an
incipient idea defined by inspiration or observation of models
of existing products, various impressions from the real life,
various visual references, a perception and an analysis of a
collective experience or need.
The working methods can be approached individually or by
creative teams and are based upon imagining and creation
through drawing and graphic representations as well as upon
the transposition of ideas in study models, aiming at defining
the form as an expression of the concept formulated in the
research and analysis steps.
As a development of the classical methods, new IT
instruments are required, together with specific drawing,
simulation, representation, environmental rendering and
animation software, in order to define all detailed
characteristics, aspects and variants.
The practical content of this methodology can be made

Fig. 5. The algorithms of modeling the form of furniture - an
adequately applied instrument
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